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The Moves below apply to all Primary characters. Some may have
additional options when using one of these Moves; if so, that’s noted on
their Playbook. All Primary characters also have their own unique Moves,
listed on their Playbook – these are also discussed below.
When your Primary takes action that is difficult or risky for them,
describe what you’re doing and the outcome you’re aiming for. Anyone
may add Complications to what you narrate:
—— How you fall short of your aim
—— A price you must pay to succeed
—— Unintended consequences
—— How you get more than you bargained for
When you use one of your Strengths (Ability or Resource), call it out so
everyone pitches Complications appropriately. You make spend a Token
to narrate your actions, or get a straight answer, free from Complications
(even after Complications have already been described – in which case they
are cancelled).
You can usually just say what your character says and does, and what
results you get from your actions, without hindrance. For difficult or risky
actions, other players may add Complications. What’s difficult or risky is up
to the person adding the Complications, subject to other players’ objections
of course. It’s a question of what’s difficult or risky for that character,
though: what’s risky for the Sybyl may not be risky for the Thunder, and
vice versa. In particular, if you have a relevant Strength that may make
things much less challenging.
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Similarly, you should pitch the detail of Complications appropriately to the
individual character. In particular, if someone has an Ability, that indicates
they are competent in that area, so don’t have them trip over their own feet
or make an elementary error.
You can spend a Token while using a Strength to cancel all Complications
associated with the action you’re narrating. If you do it before you narrate
the action, nobody can narrate Complications – if after, you can cancel
Complications already narrated in relation to the action, as though they
never happened.

OBJECTIONS
Sometimes someone will narrate something you find implausible
or jarring, or which contradicts something already established.
When this happens, you can and should Object. Briefly state what
you’re Objecting to and why. The person who narrated the material
should briefly respond – whether they agree or not, and if they
feel it’s needed, some reasoning. If they agree to change what they
narrated, and if that satisfies the objector, then we can move on.
Otherwise, consult the other players, each of whom briefly gives
their response (and reasoning if needed). If at least one other person
feels the narration was plausible, it stands. Move on without further
discussion. Otherwise, the original narration is retracted and the
person narrating should try again, taking account of the Objections.
This Procedure is followed even if you paid a Token. If as a result
of an Objection you no longer get what you wanted, you can retract
the entire action and get the Token back. Similarly, if you activate
a Weakness and someone Objects, so that you can’t activate the
Weakness after all, you must return the Token you earned.

By Joshua Fox
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—— You don’t have the exact one you wanted, how about this one?
—— You don’t have quite as much as you need.
—— You don’t have one right here and now, you’ll have to get
it from ____
As usual, spending a Token cancels all Complications.
If you have access to a Resource, that means you can broadly assume you’ve
got a number of fairly typical examples of that thing that you can call on
when needed. It’s up to you to decide what counts as typical, subject to the
Objections of the other players of course. But for example, gang members
will typically be good at being violent and intimidating – so if you have
gang members as a Resource, nobody should add as a Complication “this
gang member isn’t any good at fighting”.
There’s an important area of intersection between Primary Moves and
Situation Moves around Resources. Some Playbooks include other characters
as Resources. For instance, the Thunder has a gang. The characters in that
gang are simultaneously useful Resources for the Thunder to make stuff
happen with, and Secondary characters who might take interesting actions
in their own right, up to and including becoming a Threat for the Thunder
to contend with. Generally speaking, a Primary character’s Resources
should behave in a broadly compliant fashion towards their owner, unless
the owning player framed a scene about them making trouble or a relevant
Weakness has been activated. In other words, when playing your Situation
tread carefully around those characters and take your cues from the
owning player. That doesn’t mean you just treat them as puppets! Give
them interesting lives and details, just like any other character, but avoid
turning them into Threats unless the owning player signals that’s what
they want.
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It is also really important that when a character who is a Resource owned by a
Primary character is acting like a threat towards another character, we’re clear
if they’re doing it on behalf of their owner or under their own steam. If they’re
doing it for their owner, even if their owner isn’t in the scene, that means anyone
can add Complications, or Tokens must be spent to avoid them. If they’re doing
it for their own reasons, they’re limited by the rules for playing a Situation.
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Resources are collections of things (objects, people, etc) your character
has at their disposal. They work just like other Strengths, mechanically.
Complications might include things like:

You can also ask a Scrutiny Question. This works pretty much exactly the
same as using a Strength, except that you ask one person for an answer and
they decide what Complications, if any, to add in. As usual, you can spend a
Token to cancel Complications, meaning you get a full and helpful answer.
“How you fall short of your aim” could include giving an incomplete
answer to the Question, but it must never be misleading or outright wrong.
To ask a Scrutiny Question you must say how you’re getting the information.
You might spend time observing someone, interacting with something, or doing
research. Characters who have strange powers of one kind or another may have
ways to get information with limited interaction, but this is never instantaneous,
and an observer will always be able to notice a change in your behaviour, even if
it’s just that you stop, stare and frown for a little bit as your powers kick in.
One other way to get information is to ask the spirits for help. If someone
is playing the Spirits Situation then they’ll tell you how you do this,
otherwise you decide in the same way you’d decide any other aspect of
the world: by asking a question. When you ask the spirits for help, it’s like
asking a Question “What signs, omens or vision do I receive?”
The spirits are inscrutable. Complications could include:
—— They give you an answer, but not right now
—— They give you an answer, but it’s cryptic or confusing.
—— They answer a different question (but don’t use this to give
completely unhelpful answers)
By Joshua Fox
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When you bring one of your Weaknesses into play, say what if anything
you’re doing to trigger it, gain a Token and ask someone what happens.
Options include:
—— Someone exploits your vulnerability (now or later)
—— Someone is alienated or angered
—— A Threat (existing or created on the spot) rears its head
Bringing your Weaknesses into play is one way to generate new Tokens
for yourself. It is also the main way for you to signal that you want more
trouble in your Primary’s life. You can say how your actions trigger the
Weakness, or just leave yourself open to random bad stuff. Either way, ask
what happens. The responder will answer, making a Move that stems from
your Weakness. The responding Move doesn’t have to be directly related
to whatever you do to trigger the Weakness, though it usually will be.
Sometimes they’ll take the obvious option, sometimes they’ll surprise you.

blow-by-blow detail, the period of time that they’re away forms a sort of
interlude during which only the highlights of what happened are narrated.
That’s true for the people who stay at the station as well as anyone
who leaves.
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You can’t spend a Token to force a Complication-free answer from the
spirits unless your Playbook tells you so.

PLAYBOOK MOVES:

Each Playbook has at least one Special Move which allows other Primary
characters to gain Tokens by interacting with them. These Moves typically
incentivise the other character to interact with you in a way that reinforces
your Primary’s particular role. For example, if you ask the Sybyl to use their
mysterious gifts on you, you gain a Token. In addition, the owner of the
Special Move (in the example, the Sybyl) gets to Mark their Relationship
with you.

When you travel away from the station:
—— Everyone finishes up any immediate actions, then skip time
forward to your return.
—— Each player narrates what they were doing during this time.
—— Anyone may narrate Situation moves, responding to another
player’s activities, or describing other events happening during
this period.
All narration during the skipped period should be high level –
no detailed scenes.
The station is the focus of play. When (if ) someone spends a significant
period of time away from the station, rather than play through it in
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Heart
Display your Heart is structured pretty similarly to Primary Moves, but
unlike them, it applies to both Primary and Secondary characters.
When you display your heart, so that another character sees something of
your true self or your heartfelt feelings, they say how they react. At the end
of the scene, they decide if any of the following apply:
—— It changed your relationship with them
—— It brought you closer together.
—— it pushed you further apart.
If any of the above apply, you each may Mark your Relationship with the
other. Otherwise, neither of you Marks your Relationship.
Displaying your Heart is defined as any action that reveals something of your
true self or heartfelt feelings to another character. You could be doing it
deliberately or not, and it may or may not be obvious to the other character
that this represents your true self or feelings. It could be something you
say, to tell the other character what’s in your heart, or it could be that
your behaviour is what shows how you feel or who you are. It need not be
something huge, but it must be something significant, not trivial or passing.
Displaying your Heart frequently (but by no means always) results in the
other character Displaying their Heart right back. If so, then it only takes
one of you to think that one of the options applies, for you to both get a
Mark against your Relationship.
By Joshua Fox
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Silence is displaying her heartfelt feelings. We don’t necessarily know
what they are, perhaps we’ll never find out. Even so, we can pretty
clearly see there’s something coming from the heart here.
Kallisti’s face is like stone, an unmoving mask. They stare into the
middle distance as they recount the terrible events of that night,
when the AI inside them used their body to slaughter so many people.
“And that’s why I can never shed another person’s blood, no matter how
bad things get.”
Kallisti is telling of an event from the past, but it is an event which
has shaped who they are. That could be true even without the last
sentence, but that really seals it – what happened changed Kallisti’s
entire personal code, and created a sharp line that they will never
cross. Definitely Displaying their Heart.

PROCEDURES

Silence shows up on your doorstep. She’s pale and shaking, but she won’t
say what the matter is. “I just need a place to stay. Can I crash on
your couch?”

Ash is showing who he really is – the kind of person who will risk his
life to save another. Even though he isn’t trying to show anyone his
feelings or true self – that’s not his main reason for doing what he is
doing – he is very definitely Displaying his Heart. We’ll find out at the
end of the scene whether that changed his relationship with anyone.
Note: Secondary characters can Display their Heart. The Move only triggers
if they do it at a Primary Character (since otherwise there’s no Relationship
to Mark), but you should definitely watch out for when that happens and
use the Move.
No matter how many times you Display during a scene, you only get to
Mark each of your Relationships once. Similarly, if you Display your Heart
to a character and they do the same to you in turn, you only get one Mark
with that character. Other Moves may allow you to Mark a Relationship
additional times in the same scene.

Yuana is up in your face, shouting. They are red in the face and their
eyes are wide with rage. “What the hell did you think you were doing
back then? You are such a fucking idiot!”
Yuana is almost certainly Displaying their Heart, but it’s worth
asking. Are these feelings heartfelt? It seems like it, even if they
don’t really mean the words they are saying. But it could be a
transitory outburst. We’ll need Yuana’s player to tell us what’s
driving their rage.
Ash stands between the Stormtroopers and the boy. “If you want him,
you’re going to have to go through me.”
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